
Lesson Plan – 3rd Grade Math
Name: Whitney Foster Unit/Topic: Unit 6 Representing Fractions Week of: Jan. 10-14

Monday Tuesday: Wednesday: Thursday: Friday:

TEKS/AP Standards: 3.3D Compose and
decompose a fraction
a/b with a numerator
greater than zero and
less than or equal to b
as a sum of parts 1/b.

3.7A
Represent fractions of
halves, fourths, and
eighths as distances

from zero on a number
line.

3.7A
3.3BCDE

3.4K
Solve one-step and
two-step problems

involving multiplication
and division within 100

using strategies based on
objects; pictorial models,

including arrays, area
models, and equal

groups; properties of
operations; or recall of

facts.

3.4K
Solve one-step and
two-step problems

involving multiplication
and division within 100
using strategies based

on objects; pictorial
models, including

arrays, area models,
and equal groups;

properties of operations;
or recall of facts.

Objective(s): I can use number
bonds to compose

and decompose
fractions.

I can place any
fraction on a number
line with endpoints 0

and 1.

I can represent
fractions in number
form, pictorial
models, on a
number line, as a
sum on unit
fractions, and using
a strip diagram.

I can solve one and 2
step multiplication and

division problems.

I can solve one and 2
step multiplication

and division
problems.

Bellwork: Unit and Non-Unit
Fractions

Teacher will draw a
fraction and students will
use their whiteboard to
write a fraction to show

the shaded and unshaded
part.

Unit Fraction
Teacher will say a unit
fraction and the class
will say how many are
in 1 whole.
1 fifth, 1 tenth, 1
fourth, 1 third, 1
eighth,  and 1 half

Google Classroom
Spiral Warm Up

Multiplication Chart
(10 mins)

1: one step problem
2: two step problem



Learning Activity: Sprint (Identify
Fractions) Side A
Do the application
problem.
Complete Side B

Concept
Development
1: Use number bonds
to decompose 4 into
ones.
2: Decompose 1 into
fourths.
3: Decompose 1 into
fifths.

Small group
instruction will
decompose 5/4 and
3/2 and discuss how a
fraction can be
greater than 1

Application Problem

Concept
Development

Measure a line of
length 1 whole.

Measure the
fractions.

Draw number bonds
to correspond with

the the number lines.

Cont. in small group

Use a Frayer Model
to show a given
fraction using
different
representations.

We will discuss the
different ways
students can represent
multiplication &
division.

Journal Activity -
Strategies to Solve 2
Step Word Problems

Students will practice
on QuizIzz and solve
problems on their
whiteboards.

Key Vocabulary: Fraction
Numerator

Denominator
Unit fraction
Decompose

compose

Fraction
Numerator

Denominator
Unit fraction
Decompose

compose

Fraction
Numerator

Denominator
Unit fraction
Decompose

compose

Multiplication
Product
factor
Divisor

Quotient
Dividend
division

Multiplication
Product
factor
Divisor

Quotient
Dividend
division

Turn and Talk Talk to your partner
about the difference
between these two

number bonds.

Look at your number
line with thirds. Read
the numbers on this
line to your partner.

Which
representation is
your favorite and
why?

What are some ways
you can represent

multiplication?
Division?



Guided/Independent
Practice:

Lesson 9 Problem Set

Homework PS 30

Lesson 15 Problem
Set

Homework PS 31

Students will use the
steps from the journal
activity to solve 2 step

word problems.

Homework PS 32

Lesson Closure: Student Debrief with
Partner

Student Debrief with
Partner

Student Debrief with
Partner

Student Debrief with
Partner

Assessment-Formativ
e, Summative/Exit
Ticket:

Lesson 9 Exit Ticket Lesson 15 Exit Ticket Solve a 2 step problem
and justify your

answer.

QuizIzz

Key Questions During Lesson:

What are the parts of a fraction and what do they represent?

Why is it important to always read the entire problem?


